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“Never let the Truth or Libel Laws stand in the way
of a good story”

Run #25 #1131 October 29th
Hares: Deep Throat Banana & Wee the Gorilla
Heritage Ranch
Scribe: Pucker Sucker
Hello and Good Day, welcome to my Scribe!
The weather is nice on this Hallo’s eve’s eve’s night. It started with a few, but then it grew,
in fact, there were so many bodies, Moby the A-COUNT-ANT had to take off his shoes.
I don’t remember a lot, I was pretty lit, but I do recall I be scribbin’ n shit. Wee the Gorilla
and a Deep Throat Banana were our pair o’ hares for the evening. Wicked Mz. Dazey cast a
spell on them that made them very A-Peeling. They gave us the low down on how not to get
lost. It didn’t work.
Slippery was miming a very wet act when her flashlight fell around the first checkback. Tits
n’ Tutus and I had to console her loss, it was a good flashlight.
MOMENT
We found the walkers in the deep dark forest. Urine the Knight had been protecting them
with his weapon. Protecting or penetrating, in the light of the glow sticks, Drippy the
French and Don’t Know Witch said it was hard to tell.
Chips finally answered the question…Does a Bear shit in the woods? YES, I slipped in it twice.
Found a small hashhold in a cozy nook, DKD didn’t. Boner Dynasty was keeping it safe for
her.
Not far from there was another floured symbol, don’t know what the fuck it was. A Snail? A
Teddybear? The Horny Shark (doo-doo-doo-do-doo) figured best, it had something to do with
sex.
The Moon was too bright for a photo-op on the bridge, so Deep just flashed us instead.
Our semi-hardened RA was getting thirsty again, you are what you drink! Back to the circle
we went to partake.

IN BE-BOPS (a-lula) HEAD FIRST
It was a great circle, Deep Banana drank thrice including when Misty gave her a Hole full of
Birthday Shot. Deep claimed she had never done that before, but the smile on Misty’s face
said otherwise. Raggety Cum won for best Overall costume and the Pimp my Virgin was
sacrificed.
On On and See You Next Thursday!
Pucker.

Photo credit to Slippery When Wet

A Monthfull of Hares
Run #26 aka1132 - November 5th 2020
Hares: Don’t Know Dick & sir Mobey of Dickus
Location: 5314 42 Ave RD,
Pre lube and On On With cozy outdoor fire at 5314 42 Ave, Red Deer,
Bring Chairs and flashlights

1133 27
1134 28
1135 29

12-Nov
19-Nov
26-Nov

Pucker Sucker
Crash Test Rummy
Cum Liquor Snatch

